This note clarifies which oracles separate NP from P and which do not. In essence, we are changing our research paradigm from the study of which problems can be relativized in two conflicting ways to the study and characterization of the class of oracles achieving a specified relativization. Results of this type have the potential to yield deeper insights into the nature of relativization problems and focus our attention on new and interesting classes of languages.
Introduction and Overview
Structural questions about feasible complexity classes, such as P=?NP, are usually first analyzed in re|-ativized worlds. Researchers prove that, in appropriately relativized worlds, both a statement and its converse can be made to hold. This is interpreted as strong evidence that current proof techniques lack the power to resolve the question. 1
In this note, we propose a new approach to structural questions that is both richer and more challenging than simply finding oracles relativizing a question in conflicting ways. We suggest, instead, characterizing the class of oracles achieving a specified relativization of the question.
Consider the ubiquitous P=?NP question. It is well known that this problem can be relativized both ways [1] . A complete and transparent characterization of oracles collapsing NP into P would resolve the P=?NP question. Leaving this to the interested reader, we instead find a complete classification for a central case. In worlds where P = NP, we completely characterize the sparse ~ oracles separating NP from P. Whimsically phrased, this theorem says that the ability of a set to fool the P mechanism while remaining faithful to the NP mechanism depends on the complexity of the set's internal information organization (and not, for example, on the classical complexity of the set).
Next we dissect the theorem, strengthening each direction. While doing this, we note that many complexity properties of sparse sets degenerate into equivalence in worlds where P = NP. Here we have equivalent characterizations via classical uniform complexity, non-uniform complexity, and time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. 
lf P = NP and T is self-encodable s, then pr= Npr. e. [8] If S is sparse and S is not PS-printable, then E s ~ NE s.
Theorem 1.3 If P = NP and S is sparse, the following are equivalent: 4
S is pS.printable (self-printable}.

S is self-encodable.
3. pS = Nps.
4. Es = NES.
S E PH//poly.
(3c)(S C KS[clogn, n" +el).
Finally, we note that the same techniques can be applied to many other classes. We state theorems for coNP, E, NE, coNE, PSPACE, and even the polynomial hierarchy. For example, in worlds where coNP = NP, we completely characterize the sparse sets separating coNP and NIP. Interestingly, we note that oracles from the advice hierarchy [14] have no effect on the structure of the polynomial hierarchy. This gives strong evidence that PSPACE is not in the advice hierarchy.
tSome recent results present exceptions to this truism 15lirl.
2A set S is sparse iff (~ polynomial p(-))(V/)IIS N (Z~ + ,)q _< e(1)].
aself-eneodability is discussed later in this paper. A set S is self-encodable iff there are polynomiM time machines H ~.nd J se S = {x I Z(z, JS(llfl))a~ceepts}.
Intuitively, a set is self-encodable if~ given the set, one can quickly distill enough information to allow quick ~nswers to future membership queries. That is, we c~n make a erlb sheet. 4Definitions are stated in the body of this paper.
